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U-Shot 2.0 of the MONOCHROME series is an adjustable length boom, suitable for mounting compact cameras and
cameras. It allows you to take self-portrait pictures and videos, eg when snowboarding, surfing the surfboard. It can also
be used to record movies from a higher height than the hand you have drawn (for example, at concerts). It has a moving
head in the range of 360 °, allowing the desired position of the camera / camera. At the end of the boom there is a wrist
strap. Including a carabiner. A very popular addition to GoPro cameras Monopods of the MONOCHROME series are
available in 7 colors: black, blue, green, orange, yellow, pink and silver. Technical parameters â€¢ length after folding /
minimum: 18 cm â€¢ maximum length: 49 cm â€¢ tube thickness (max): 20.5 mm â€¢ material: aluminum, sponge, metal ball
head â€¢ weight: 105 g â€¢ maximum load: 500 g â€¢ camera mount: 1/4 inch (standard) â€¢ at the end from the hand side a
1/4 inch thread (allows you to attach the boom on a different photo tripod) Warranty 24 months IN OUR OFFER WE
HAVE GOPRO CAMERAS: the latest Hero3 + Black , HD HERO 3 (including White, Silver and Black Edition) and a
wide selection of accessories for GoPro - we encourage you to contact us. We are an Authorized Retailer of GoPro our cameras and accessories from GoPro come from the official Polish distribution and have a 2-year distributor
warranty in Poland . Below: the boom is maximally extended (on the example of the orange version) How do you
connect the boom to the GoPro camera? A tripod adapter ( tripod adapter ) available in our store in several versions is
needed to connect the boom with a photo thread (1/4 inch).
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